Alumni and Members Living Outside the United States

INTERNATIONAL TOTAL:
24,281 | 2,457

KEY:
Number of alumni | Number of members

Note: Figures do not include 36,514 alumni or 4,425 members worldwide for whom current location is in transition.
Alumni and Members Living in the United States

U.S. TOTAL:
714,543 | 167,318

KEY:
Number of alumni | Number of members

Note: Figures do not include 36,514 alumni or 4,425 members worldwide for whom current location is in transition.
Alumni and Members Living in Pennsylvania

PA TOTAL: 395,630 | 88,130

KEY:
Number of alumni | Number of members

Note: Figures do not include 36,514 alumni or 4,425 members worldwide for whom current location is in transition.
Young Alumni and Young Alumni Members Living in the United States

U.S. TOTAL:
217,289 | 38,939

KEY:
Number of alumni | Number of members

Note: Young alumni are defined as 35 years of age or younger or those who graduated from the years 2011 to 2022.